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Camps Australia Wide    

Northern Australia  2019 

Long Paddock Drive 
includes Options to visit Kakadu, Litchfield National Park, 

Darwin, Kimberley Region, Kununurra, Broome, Derby,  

Barn Hill,  Katherine Gorge, the Bungle Bungles all                    

locations along the Savannah Way  between Cape                     

Crawford and  Normanton 
 

20 July to 8 October 2019 

   

 

Another Roustabouts RV Club                                 

Outback Adventure  

“Up close &  Personal with the Outback” 

Long Paddock Drive 

Partner 
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Suitability for Drive 

The Long Paddock Drive from Brisbane to Broome is on bitumen roads and suitable for both                  

2WD and 4X4 vehicles, well maintained, self contained caravans, camper trailers and campervans.  

The Drive is split into three parts, 

Drive ‘A’:  From Queensland to Katherine and Kimberley Region, back to Katherine, 

Drive ’B’: From Katherine to regional areas of Darwin, including Litchfield National Park and           

  Kakadu, down to Daly Waters, and 

Drive ’C’:  From Daly Waters to Cape Crawford and across the Savannah Way to Karumba and         

  then back to Brisbane via Emerald.   

Please Note:   The Savannah Way (Drive ‘C’)  is approx. 900 klms of dirt and creek crossings and is 

suitable for well maintained  semi off-road, 4X4 rigs only. Vans, campervans and camper trailers 

should be high clearance to negotiate possible water courses.   

Participants (roustabouts) have the option of doing one, two or all three Drives and may join and 

leave the Drive at locations suited to themselves.   Roustabouts who choose to depart the Drive at 

the conclusion of Drive ‘A’ or Drive ‘B’ may not have a support team member accompanying them on 

their return journey.  Roustabouts decide their own homeward route.   

Drive Equipment 

Essential equipment 

1. UHF radio 

2. Additional fuel and water 

3. Additional spare tyres   

4. Recovery gear  

5. Light weight Air Compressor (tyres) 

Optional equipment  

1. Personal EPIRB 

2. Winch 

3. Tent / camping equipment for overnight excursions 

Escorted Drive 

A support team will accompany roustabouts on all three Drives.. At least two support team vehicles 

will have UHF radio, HF radio, EPIRB and onboard IT capability.    

…
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Travelling in                                                    

alcohol restricted areas 

There are alcohol restrictions in 19 communities 

across Queensland. These restrictions ban or limit 

the amount and type of alcohol you can take into       

a community. In some communities, alcohol is 

completely banned. 

However, the following roads and public areas in 

Doomadgee, Lockhart River and Wujal Wujal                

have been declared as ‘specific roads and public 

facilities’:  

Doomadgee: 

 the Savannah Way. 

 the public facilities within Doomadgee        

including the Doomadgee Roadhouse. 

Lockhart River: 

 Frenchmen's Road. 

 Portland Roads Road. 

Wujal Wujal: 

  the Bloomfield Track (including Douglas 

Street and the Rossville-Bloomfield Road as 

they pass through the community) and the 

Bloomfield Crossing. 

  the public facilities within Wujal Wujal           

include the car park near the Bloomfield Falls 

and the car park for the Wujal Wujal Arts and 

Cultural Centre. 

 You may be able to carry more alcohol than the 

limit if you meet the requirements of a ‘bona fide 

traveller’. 

What is a ‘bona fide traveller’? 

A ‘bona fide traveller’ is someone who can prove 

their destination is not in the restricted area.  

This is called ‘reverse onus of proof’. Items you 

can use to prove you are a ‘bona fide traveller’           

include: 

 your trip itinerary. 

 valid camping permits.     

 

 a driver licence showing your home             

address is not in the restricted area. 

 accommodation bookings in destinations  

outside the restricted area.  

How much alcohol can I carry if I can prove 

I’m a ‘bona fide traveller’? 

You can carry more alcohol than is allowed  

under the alcohol restrictions in an area which 

has been declared a ‘specific roads and public 

facilities’ only if: 

 the alcohol is secured in your vehicle. 

 the alcohol can’t be seen from outside 

your vehicle (is covered up). 

 the alcohol is not removed from your    

vehicle while travelling on a specified 

road or using a specified public                     

facility. You must not consume the            

alcohol while within the restricted area. 

If you have more than the prescribed limit in 

your possession, you cannot stop within the 

restricted other than at the prescribed public 

facilities, unless it is an emergency situation 

(such as a break down). 

All other roads and facilities in Doomadgee,                   

Lockhart River and Wujal Wujal are subject to 

the restrictions.  

There are no exemptions for anyone. 

The bona fide traveller exemption does not        

apply in any other community.  

You must not take more than the maximum  

alcohol allowed when travelling through any 

alcohol restricted community on roads not listed 

above. 

Fines & Penalties 

1st Offence  - $42,693 

2nd Offence  - $59,771 

3rd offence  - $85,387 or 18 months                              

imprisonment 

Northern Territory Regulations are over 

page 

http://www.datsima.qld.gov.au/funding-grants/atsi/alcohol-limits/index.page?
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Be Crocwise                            

Northern Australia is     

Their  Home 

Crocodiles are potentially        

dangerous.  Never take unnecessary risks in 

crocodile habitat. You are responsible for your 

own safety, so please follow these guidelines 

and be crocwise in croc country. 

 Obey crocodile warning signs. 

 Never swim in water where crocodiles             

may live even if there is no warning sign 

present. 

 Swimming or standing in water above                

knee-height near a crocodile warning sign 

or where estuarine crocodiles are                   

frequently seen, is illegal in protected areas  

 When fishing, always stand a few metres 

back from the water's edge and never 

stand on logs or branches overhanging the 

water. 

 Never clean fish or discard fish scraps near 

the water's edge, around campsites or at 

boat ramps. 

 Stay well back from any crocodile slide 

marks. Crocodiles may be close by and 

may approach people and boats. 

 Boats and vehicles must never be brought     

within 10m of an estuarine crocodile in the 

wild  

 Never dangle your arms or legs over the 

side of a boat. If you fall out of a boat, get 

out of the water as quickly as possible. 

 Never provoke, harass or interfere with           

crocodiles, even small ones. 

 Never feed crocodiles - it is illegal and               

dangerous. 

 Camp at least 2m above the high water 

mark and at least 50m from the water's 

edge. 

 Avoid places where native animals and         

domestic stock drink. 

 Never leave food scraps, fish frames or 

bait at your campsite. Always check that 

previous campers have not left these        

behind. 

 Never prepare food, wash dishes or pursue         

any other activities near the water's edge 

or adjacent sloping banks. 

 Be more aware of crocodiles at night and        

during the breeding season, September to 

April. 

Alcohol Restrictions                            

Northern Territory 

Local restrictions can affect trading hours and                

the sale of some products at bottle shops. In 

some areas, including Alice Springs, Tennant 

Creek and Katherine, the sale of takeaway       

alcohol is not permitted before 2pm on                 

weekdays, and there are trading limitations on 

weekends. In most places, there are volume 

limitations on the purchase of cask and fortified 

wines, and in some areas, beer. 

Drinking in public places 

Drinking in public is not permitted in Alice 

Springs, Tennant Creek, Katherine, and some 

parts of Darwin. Across the Northern Territory, 

drinking is not permitted within 2km of any          

licensed premises. 

Drinking in remote communities 

Generally, takeaway alcohol is not permitted         

in remote Indigenous communities. In some 

regions a permit is required to buy alcohol. 

YOU’RE THE DRIVER                                      

YOU’RE RESPONSIBLE 

Check the regulations to see what you can and              

cannot take across State borders 

www.quarantinedomestic.gov.au 

1800 084 881 

http://www.quarantinedomestic.gov.au/
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Drive Olympics 

Roustabouts RV Club organisers have included 

their usual non-competitive ‘Drive Olympic’ 

games at freedom camp sites.   

These games include finska and ladder golf and 

are purely for fun and enjoyment. 

The ‘Drive Olympic’ event is held in the                    

afternoon at selected overnight stopovers.              

Winners of each event get a medal and $2 

scratchy, runner up gets a medal and the                

loser receives a prestigious certificate.  The   

overall winner of the competition receives a           

significant prize. 

 

Royal Flying Doctor  - Drive Charity  

 

 

 

 

 

This and other Roustabouts RV Club Drives   

traverse rural and remote regions of our country 

and enjoy the security of knowing the Royal            

Flying Doctor is only a call away on the support 

teams HF radio, if needed. 

This is a free service to all Australians so to thank 

and support the organisation the Drive operates a 

‘Fine and Misdemeanour Tin’ with roustabouts 

asked to donate loose change and pay fines for 

incidents that may occur  during the day.                   

Donating is not compulsory but Roustabouts or-

ganisers would appreciate your support to this 

charity. The ‘Tin’ appears at Happy Hour.   

Tins are taken unopened to the ANZ bank at the 

completion of the Drive and the bank deposits the 

amount directly into the RFDS account. 

 

Drive Souvenir Shirts 

Souvenir shirts are available for purchase by  

contacting the Roustabout’s RV Club Office.       

Alternatively, you may provide a suitable shirt. 

and the logo will be embroidered onto it 

 

Drive Domestic Travel Insurance 

It is highly recommended roustabouts consider 

and take out domestic travel insurance for this 

event 

Drive Meals 

Roustabout RV Club Long Paddock Drives          

include community meals at various freedom 

camping sites. 

These meals are in the form of a sausage sizzle 

or hamburger type meal.  Your support team will 

ask for volunteers to assist with the purchase of              

commodities, preparation, cooking and cleaning 

up.  Nobody has ever walked away hungry after 

these meals. 

  

Drive Movie Nights 

At various freedom camp sites, movie nights 

may be held under the stars. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Normally held after dinner, the movie is               

viewed beside a caravan.   Roustabouts are   

encouraged to come to these nights and bring 

their nibbles and drinks. A guide on what movies 

will play and dates will be in the travel pouch 

provided at the commencement of the Drive. 

  

DVD Library 

A large selection of videos is available for                

roustabouts to view on the Drive.   There is no 

cost, all you need do is select and return the  

video once you have finished with it. 

  

  

  
Up close &  Personal 
with the Outback 
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Drive Pouch 

Upon arrival the first day you will be provided with a 

‘Drive Pouch’ that holds information about every 

event and tour on your trip, including 

 Itinerary 

 Name Tag 

 Event information and dates 

 Drive meal and movie dates 

 Quarantine information   

 Events organised / booked on your behalf 

 

Your Itinerary Explained 

Organisers of the Drive have developed an itinerary 

that shows costs associated with the trip. 

These costs are approximate only and are                        

presented as a guide to assist with your holiday  

decisions.  

The costs are:  

Accommodation:    

Actual cost negotiated with the accommodation  

organisation 

Fuel: 

Cost worked on diesel fuel being consumed at 20 

litres per 100 klms.   The cost of fuel is presented 

as $2 a litre to allow for remote variations in fuel 

cost. 

Organised Meals 

Actual cost negotiated with the organisation 

Weekly Grocery & Dining 

An average daily cost worked on what is              

considered a weekly grocery bill with a few take 

away meals.    This figure is indicative only and 

each roustabout needs to determine their actual 

costs. 

Petty Cash 

An average weekly cost that is indicative  only and 

each roustabout needs to determine their actual 

costs. 

Included Tour / Event 

Actual cost negotiated with the organisation.  The 

cost shown is for two people.   Although included in 

the Drive program, there is no  compulsion to             

partake in the activity, unless you have indicated 

attendance/participation on your registration 

form and paid deposit or full amount.”  

Optional Tours / Events 

Information only with no price negotiation nor 

bookings taken place.    Information Centre 

websites are provided to assist you with tour /

event decisions. 

Contingency Allocation 

$1,000 is included as an item In case of            

unforeseen repairs to your rig as are local              

touring fuel allocation and vehicle service costs.  

 

Driving Distances 

Roustabouts RV Club Drives average  a                

daily driving distance of 250 kilometres so            

roustabouts do not spend their days behind the 

wheel.  On this Drive, the driving distance on 

some days may increase due to need to get to a         

location in a remote area.  

The overall average driving distance is 162   

kilometres per driving day. 

 Drive ‘A’ is 258 kilometres per driving day 

 Drive ‘B’ is 231 kilometres per driving day, 

and  

 Drive ‘C’ is 229 kilometres per driving day 
 

Tyre Pressures  - Off-road 

On stretches of dirt/sand/corrugated road you  

need to consider reducing tyre pressures until 

you return to bitumen.   You will require a small, 

functional air compressor as part of your vehicle 

recovery equipment.   

 

National Park & Fishing Fees 

Park and campground fees are not included on 

the itinerary.   

WA National Parks: Purchase your Pass at 

Kununurra Visitors Centre or online prior to 

leaving home. 

Kakadu: The easiest method of purchase is 

online or visit the Darwin Visitors Centre. 

WA Fishing License:    Pay online well in         

advance of starting the Drive s it needs to be 

posted to you  

Website details are over page 
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Tours and Events  -  Websites 

The brochure needs to be read in conjunction with the itinerary. 

‘Included’ tours/events on this Drive have been negotiated with reduced pricing based on minimum                

numbers, however attendance is optional.  Tours/events designated ‘Optional’ in the itinerary have not 

been negotiated and are included to provide basic information on activities at a particular location. 

Caravan park ‘loyalty membership’ may/may not be granted at locations due to bulk discounts                      

provided to the Drive.   It is always best to ask at caravan park reception offices.  

Each region has many tours/events not listed on the Drive.  Below are regional tourism and business  

websites to assist you develop your holiday. 

Broome: Darwin: Kakadu: Katherine:  Nitmiluk National Park   Kununurra    

Lake Argyle: Litchfield Nat. Park  Mount Isa:  Savannah Way:  Winton:   

 

National Park & Fishing Fee Payments  (Recommend purchase well in advance of Drive)   

 

WA National Park Shop: Kakadu National Park   WA Fishing License:   

Drive  -  Three Payment Protocol 

Organisers have decided on a three payment protocol to assist cash flow.    People who have expressed 

an interest to attend will be asked to confirm their attendance with the first period payment. 

The three payments protocol will be    

1. Full accommodation payment  July 2018 

2. Full tour/event payment  February 2019 

3. Full organised meals etc  June 2019 

  

‘Contingency/incidental costs’ (see itinerary) and tours/events organised by yourself will not be               

included in this three payment protocol.   Fuel, groceries and general living expenses are additional.  

It is strongly recommended domestic travel insurance be considered 

  

  

http://www.visitbroome.com.au/to-do/tours
http://www.australia.com/en/places/darwin.html
http://www.kakadunationalparkaustralia.com/
http://www.visitkatherine.com.au/
https://nt.gov.au/leisure/parks-reserves/find-a-park-to-visit/nitmiluk-national-park
http://www.visitkununurra.com/
http://www.lakeargyle.com/
http://www.tourismtopend.com.au/litchfield-national-park
http://www.mountisa.qld.gov.au/visitor-information
http://www.savannahway.com.au/links/
http://www.experiencewinton.com.au/
https://shop.dpaw.wa.gov.au/park-passes
https://book.parksaustralia.gov.au/passes/kakadu/
http://www.fish.wa.gov.au/Fishing-and-Aquaculture/Recreational-Fishing/Pages/Recreational-Fishing-Licences.aspx
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Insurance  -  Home 

This Drive is for an extended period and your      

home may be vacant during this time.    

It is recommended roustabouts contact their                 

insurance company as many have vacancy limits. 

 

 

Drive Support Crew 

The crew for the Long Paddock Drive are  

Drive ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ 

Boss Drover   Head Stockman  Ringer 

 

 

 

 

 

  Jackaroo  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Jackaroo is heading home at the completion of                                                                                                    

Drive ‘B’ and has offered to act as support crew for                                                                                                      

others  heading home. 

Willare Bridge Roadhouse and Van Park  

Horizontal Falls 

Brian Gill   Chris Lloyd 

Overnight Freedom Camp 

John Dillon 

Len Parsons 
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  INCLUDED MAJOR TOURS & EVENTS  

Not all, but enough to whet the appetite   

Included Tours & Events 

Nabilil Dreaming Sunset 2 Gorge Cruise and 

Onboard Dinner (Katherine Gorge)  

Sit back and relax as the tranquil surroundings transport            

you into a spiritual world of the Jawoyn culture and history. 

Discover the stories and ways of the Jawoyn people against 

the magnificent backdrop of the Nitmiluk Gorge, changing 

colour with the setting sun. Tour includes a three course                       

candle light dinner, featuring fresh,  local Australian produce 

cooked on board, and a complimentary glass of sparkling 

wine. Cash bar available. 

INCLUSIONS: 

Tour includes a three course meal cooked on board the 

boat, complimentary glass of sparkling wine.  Beer and 

soft drinks are also available for purchase (Cash bar 

only) 

PLEASE NOTE: On the 2 Gorge walk there are steps 

and a walk of  approx 400m each way. Please wear 

appropriate  footwear.  Drinking water and toilet facili-

ties are available on board the vessel.    

Dinner allocated seating will be up to 6 persons per ta-

ble. 

 

Self Drive Tour 

We will take our four wheel drive vehicles on the  Willie Creek Pearl Tour                                                                  

to experience the fascinating pearl farm at your own pace.   It takes about 2 hours and includes 

 Willie Creek Pearl Farm Tour 

 Willie Creek Boat Cruise 

 Refreshments 

 Jewellery showroom time 

 Souvenir guide 

View Video 

View Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsXKpp3af40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80WD14U4UH0
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Our Broome half day tour allows                                                            

you to enjoy the beauty of the Kimberley 

Fly and jet boat to the amazing Horizontal Falls, followed by a                                                      

fresh barramundi BBQ lunch on board our luxury vessel with a                                                      

return flight taking in the Buccaneer Archipelago and Talbot Bay. 

After a bus pick up from our accommodation we board one of three, 

14 seat turbo prop jet seaplane.   Ten of us will occupy a plane to                

give ourselves more room. We then fly directly from Broome to the 

Horizontal Falls. 

We then board a 600 hp fast boat, the fastest boat in the Kimberley to  

experience an exhilarating thrill ride through the falls with a highly             

experienced skipper. 

Once your blood pressure returns to normal we sit back and relax on a 

cruise through the spectacular untouched surrounding bays and creeks. 

If you’re game enough you can then experience the thrill of                

swimming in our huge croc/shark free cage to feed the friendly fish. 

Enjoy a cooked Barramundi on board our luxury vessel as you take in the 

breath taking scenery. 

We then take off from Talbot Bay, flying low across the Buccaneer Archipelago, Cape Leveque,  

Lombadina, Beagle Bay, Willie Creek Pearl Farm, Cable Beach and Broome township prior to               

landing.                     

Our bus then returns us home. 

Check out the video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skWLigGHjEU
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Lake Argyle Cruises 

Cruise Lake Argyle on board the “Kimberley Durack”  – a very stable 50 seat catamaran, purpose            

built to cruise Lake Argyle.  Its spacious futuristic design gives excellent all round viewing, comfortable 

seating plus a side and rear deck for easy access for the perfect photo opportunity.  The detailed             

design of the Kimberley Durack includes easy wheelchair access, a servery for morning and afternoon 

teas, and modern toilet facilities. 

Lake Argyle Morning Cruise 

Explore the rugged landscape of the Carr Boyd Ranges reflected in the blue waters of Australia’s           

largest body of fresh water.  Our experienced Tour Guide provides informative commentary on the          

development of Lake Argyle, the Ord River Irrigation System and the amazing wildlife and birdlife              

of this designated RAMSAR Wetland. 

There are some great photo opportunities and like all of our tours you have the chance to swim in             

the Lake (remember to bring bathers and towel). 

Breakfast includes freshly baked muffins, croissants, seasonal fresh fruit, tea, coffee and fruit juice. 

Courtesy coach transfer departs  at 7.30am from Lake Argyle Resort and returns at 9.45am.   

Lake Argyle Luncheon Cruise  

Discover amazing Lake Argyle on this 3 hour exploration of great scenery and unique wildlife with a 

smorgasbord lunch included.  You will be amazed at the unbelievable size of this huge expanse of 

drinkable freshwater! Highlights of this cruise include a stop on one of the many islands on Lake Argyle 

plus lunch and a swim in the pristine waters of Australia’s largest man made, freshwater lake. 

Enjoy an expert commentary from your highly experienced tour guide/skipper including information 

about the history of the area and the Ord Irrigation Scheme.  There are some great photo opportunities 

up close to wildlife including crocodiles, birdlife, rock wallabies and more! 

Lunch with beverages included plus tea, coffee, iced water available throughout the cruise. 

View Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_JFeCAy3S4
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Bungle Bungle 4X4 Full Day Bus Tour 

The full day tour begins at 7am. Sit back and enjoy the   

early morning drive through Mabel Downs Station, learning 

about the Kimberley cattle industry, history of the                        

Kimberley and maybe spot some of our Brahman cattle. 

After traversing ancient geological formations, ridge lines 

and several water crossings you will cross  the National 

Park boundary. 

Once in the Purnululu National Park you will begin learning about the history of the park, the unique 

geology, the rich indigenous history, and the plants and wildlife.   After a stop at the park visitor centre 

you will travel alongside the Bungle Bungle Range to the southern end of the range where you will be 

served morning tea. 

Following the refreshments there will be ample opportunity to enjoy sev-

eral stunning walks among the Beehive Domes and Gorges. These 

walks can be enjoyed in the company of your guide or independently, 

your choice entirely. 

Ensure you allow plenty of relaxation time at the end of Cathedral Gorge 

to soak up the very special (some say spiritual) atmosphere.  Following 

the walks your (obviously multi-skilled!) guide will serve a delicious and 

refreshing lunch with cold juices and tea or coffee. 

After lunch you will travel to the north end of the park and enjoy a relaxing walk into the amazing 

Echidna Chasm among hundreds of Livistonia Palms lining the Chasm, and clinging the sheer sides of 

the cliffs. At times you are able to reach out and touch both sides of the Chasm. 

The afternoon trip back to the caravan park is time to relax quietly and reflect on your amazing                               

experiences amongst the astonishing landscapes. 

Arriving back home usually between 5:30 and 

6:00pm will give you time for a relaxing “coldie” 

around the campfire with your fellow travellers and 

guide before a delicious bush dinner.      

Barramundi fishing 

Kimberley style 

 

 

Don’t forget your 

fishing gear 

View Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqXENnNrM3g
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Geikie Gorge National Park 

Our Drive will see us doing a 4X4 tagalong to Geikie Gorge for a boat tour.   Traveling time is               

approximately 30 minutes and 18 kms from Fitzroy Crossing on a sealed road. 

Facilities 

Toilets, water, gas BBQ’s, information shelter, tour boats, and disabled access. The gorge is a day use 

area only and camping is not allowed.  

What to Do 

Sightseeing, photography, walking, nature observation. The east bank is a sanctuary zone for wildlife and 

there is no unsupervised entry to the area. Fresh water crocodiles do live in the Gorge although they are 

not usually a danger to people.  

Reef Walk 

A pleasant walk along the base of the west wall of the Gorge (3 kms return) moderate difficulty, allow 2 

hours return. Best explored in the early morning or late afternoon. Remember to carry drinking water and 

avoid climbing the reef wall as the terrain is extremely dangerous and rough.  

River Walk 
An easy 20 minute return walk along the banks of the Fitzroy River to the Sandbar, a popular fishing and 
swimming place.  

Reef Cruise – 3 hr View and Cruise  

Before we start this tour, we’ll gather at the gazebo and 

talk through what we plan to do on this tour, what to look 

out for and what to expect. 

Then we’ll board the boat for a short trip upstream to the 

Bunuba Sandbar, where we’ll disembark and walk across 

the sandbar to the cliff face, and climb. The climb isn’t 

overly strenuous but there are a few difficult patches, so 

it’s important that you’re fit enough for it, and that you’re 

wearing sturdy shoes. 

At the top there’s a lookout – while we’re there your guide 

will point out various landmarks and places of significance 

that can be seen. You’ll also be given a short introduction 

to bush medicine, we’ll find plants that are useful and 

you’ll be able to smell them and feel their effects. 

Next, we’ll get back on the boat for an entertaining               

journey up the gorge. As we go you’ll hear Dreamtime 

stories, and learn more about how the Bunuba people use 

the plants and animals of the area. We’ll step off the boat 

for a tasty lunch in the shade of the gorge, then return to 

the dock. 
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Cape Leveque  Camping Under the Stars 

First Overnight Escape  -  You Need Your Tent  

 

The trip from Broome to Cape Leveque 

traverses the whole Dampier Peninsula 

north of Broome and is a  great               

destination  for people who love the bush, 

camping, fishing and deserted beaches. 

There is nothing much out here other than wilderness, an amazing coastline, no tourism as usual. But 

there are several Aboriginal  communities that welcome interested visitors. The distance from Broome to 

Cape Leveque—the tip of the Dampier Peninsula  is 206 km. Parts of the Cape Leveque Road are still 

unsealed, very sandy, and can be badly corrugated.  The drive from Broome to Cape Leveque takes 

about two and a half to three hours. You  will be travelling across Aboriginal land. Respect the culture 

and privacy of the people that live here so observe the no entry signs on private roads!  

Optional Overnight Events  

CAMPING TRIP NO 2 

Wolfe Creek  Camping Under the Stars 

Leaving the main group for a couple of days  

Day Outings  - 4X4 Tagalongs 

Roustabouts will have the opportunity to undertake some 

one day 4X4 tagalongs to various Kimberley regional         

locations.  You will need to have your recovery gear 

onboard as well as coffee and possibly enough food for             

the day outing. 

Some locations include low range driving, dirt and sand.   

Some locations are   

 Wyndham to Five Rivers Lookout, Grotto, Marigu           

Waterhole, Parry Springs, 

 Various gorges, springs and Zebedee Springs, Home Valley, Pentecost River Tidal crossing 

(yep, you get your tyres wet, but what an experience)   

 Wyndjana Gorge  and Tunnel Creek via Gibb River Road 

View Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Au--IpEXUE0
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Cooinda Lodge &                        

Camping Grounds 

The village style property is located 

beneath a canopy of trees beside   

Yellow Water Billabong, home to world

-renowned Yellow Water                    

Cruises, where crocodiles and birds 

are seen on the flood plain amongst 

Paperbark, Pandanus and Fresh          

Water Mangroves. 

OUR ACTIVITIES MAY INCLUDE PICTURESQUE CRUISES 

AND FISHING TOURS ON YELLOW WATER BILLABONG, . 

The Warradjan Aboriginal Cultural Centre is also just five minutes 

from Cooinda and many local attractions are within easy travelling 

distance.   With its oasis style atmosphere, Cooinda Lodge offers 

an inviting shaded swimming pool, bistro-style dining, bars, petrol 

station and a store that offers locally-made crafts as well a wide 

range of essentials for touring. 

  Barra Bistro 

Dining at this location is also      

included on our trip. 

 

 

Fishing Cruise an optional event  

Breakfast Cruise an included event  

King Ash Bay Fishing Clubhouse  

Savannah Way Fishing 

Fishing is possible at most stopover locations and tinny  

hire is available King Ash Bay, Burketown and Karumba.   

Casual bookings can be made when the Drive arrives at               

location.  At Karumba there are charters, tinny hire and  

dinner cruises.  

View Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8pEDSJSpgc
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ROUSTABOUTS RV CLUB Inc.  

 

  

  

  

 

REG OFFICE:     

7 Berri Place, Helensvale Qld 4212 
  

OFFICE HOURS:       

8.00 am to 12.00 pm Monday to Friday 
  

PHONE:                    07 5573 7253  /  0412 614 260 

OFFICE EMAIL:       roustaboutsrv@bigpond.com 

  

Information, including pricing is indicative and valid at time of publication.   Final itinerary pricing and information will be 

updated twelve months prior to the Drive.  No Obligation Expressions of Interests are accepted at any time and updated  

information will be provided from time to time.   Formal acceptance to go on Drive occurs when deposit payments are 

called within the year of departure.  

Special Thanks  
 

This Long Paddock Drive wouldn’t be organised if the following hadn’t supported the                                               

Roustabouts Office with many hours of investigations and research 

 

 Philip Fennell, Camps Australia Wide 

 John and Marg Dillon 

 Len and Terrie Parsons 

 Brian and Judy Gill 

 Lynn and Chris Lloyd 

 

Long Paddock Drive Partner 

mailto:office.brisbane.rst@bigpond.com?subject=Brisbane%20Roustabouts%20Branch

